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Abstract
We built a Deep Neural Network architecture based framework to make the MathBot learn to convert English language based math word problems into equations involving few unknowns and arithmetic quantities, and solve the equations thus generated. There have been many semantic parser and rule based math word problem solvers, but application of any learning algorithm to reduce natural language based math problems into equations is a topic of recent research. In this work, We show that the use of deep learning based natural language processing techniques, such as, Recurrent Neural Networks and Transformers, can help build such a learning system. Our work primarily focused on the use of transformers to predict the equation. We also added an equation solver to get the final result from the equation. In addition to traditional BLEU score we used an ingenious solution accuracy metric to evaluate our models. To improve solution accuracy, we introduced number mapping for word embedding as a novel technique to achieve high accuracy. With our transformer architecture and solver, we achieved a BLEU score of 33.4% and solution accuracy of 62.07% on our biggest dataset.

1. Introduction
Similar to the way we teach our elementary school kids to learn to solve natural language based math word problems, we should be able to train a machine learning system to solve same problems. These elementary school word problems involve one or more algebraic equations comprising of any combination of four arithmetic operations, namely addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. The goal of the machine learning system would then be to understand the arithmetic operation from the language context, identify the number of unknowns, extract the arithmetic quantities from the problem statement and construct the equation. Our MathBot first predicts the equation from the word problem using deep learning based natural language processing techniques, such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017), and then solves the predicted equation to get the final answer.

Our MathBot accepts a text-based math word problem and outputs the solution for the word problem. An example of math word problem that our MathBot solves is illustrated in Table 1. The output equations are intermediate representations that are predicted by the deep learning system. Our equation solver then computes the final solution.

We began by doing an extensive survey of the existing literature and related work done in (Zhang et al., 2019), which gave an extensive overview of several work which has been done in the field of math word problem solvers.

As a next step, our work involved procuring math word problem datasets and cleaning them up, eventually carrying out necessary pre-processing on cleaned up datasets. Next we worked on establishing baseline neural models by using previous work in this area (Sizhu Cheng, 2019) and making it work on datasets of our interest. We were able to reproduce results published in the prior work, and present it here as our baseline results.

As a next step, our work involved procuring math word problem datasets and cleaning them up, eventually carrying out necessary pre-processing on cleaned up datasets. Next we worked on establishing baseline neural models by using previous work in this area (Sizhu Cheng, 2019) and making it work on datasets of our interest. We were able to reproduce results published in the prior work, and present it here as our baseline results.

Earlier works used BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) for evaluation models. For math word problems, ordering of predicted words is not so important. For example, \( x = 4 + 5 \) and \( 5 + 4 = x \) are equivalent mathematically, but BLEU score for this prediction would be very low. Similarly, if the predicted equation is \( x = 4 - 5 \) instead of \( x = 4 + 5 \), BLEU score will be high, but mathematically it would yield a very wrong answer. So, to evaluate our models, we implemented an equation solver to compute the final result and compared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Math Word Problem Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MATH WORD PROBLEM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benny found 696 seashells and 109 starfish on the beach. He gave 248 of the seashells to Sally. How many seashells does Benny now have ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUTPUT EQUATION:</strong> ( x = 696 + 109 - 248 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOLVER OUTPUT:</strong> 557</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We explored several transformer architectures to improve our model accuracy. For transformers, we varied the number of layers, embedding size, hidden size and attention heads. We ran hyperparameter tuning experiments to find the right size transformer for our use case, and also tuned learning rate, dropout and batch size hyperparameters.

We got very good results with our elementary dataset. However, when we ran our best models on bigger datasets the solution accuracy was low. When we did error analysis, we found out for larger datasets the model had difficulty understanding new numbers it hadn’t seen before. In order to overcome this limitation, we came up with number mapping for word embedding technique. This novel technique allowed us to achieve higher solution accuracy. Figure 1 shows the modified math word problem. We first extract the numbers and replace them with n# numbers. We provide the number mapping to our solver to solve the equation.

Figure 1. Math Word Problem Example with Number Mapping for Word Embedding

### 2. Related Work

The inspiration for creating MathBot came from observing parents of elementary school kids spending significant time every day to check their kids’ homework and tests. We thought that MathBot will be of immense help to the parents, if it can scan the kids’ word problem and output an equation and final solution.

Further, as mentioned by (Zhang et al., 2019), designing an automatic solver for mathematical word problems has a long history dating back to the 1960s (Bobrow, 1964), (Feigenbaum et al., 1963), (Charniak, 1969). The problem is particularly challenging because there remains a wide semantic gap to parse the human-readable words into machine-understandable logic so as to facilitate quantitative reasoning. Hence, math word problem solvers are broadly considered as good test beds to evaluate the intelligence level of agents in terms of natural language understanding (Clark, 2015), (Clark & Etzioni, 2016) and the successful solving of math word problem solvers would constitute a milestone towards general artificial intelligence.

The work done by (Wang et al., 2017), and recently by (Sizhu Cheng, 2019) is of particular interest to our approach to using deep neural networks in solving math word problems. We delved deeper on work done by (Sizhu Cheng, 2019), using it as guidance for baseline for our project.

### 3. Dataset

There are a few datasets available for the algebraic problem solving that have been used for both, rule-based solvers as well as Machine Learning based solvers. that were used in the published literature. They are listed in the table (†).

Dolphin18k and MAWPS datasets comprise of both elementary and complex algebraic problems while Alg514, Draw-1k is an elementary problem dataset in its entirety.

#### 3.1. Pre-processing

This Dolphin18k dataset was built using the scripts and tools provided by the authors. The scripts collect the data from Yahoo Answers. Data clean up was performed as per the authors’s instructions. The train and dev test splits are also provided by the scripts. The cleaned up dataset is available in a json format. Alg514, Draw-1k and MaWPS are readily available as json files and no webscraping is necessary to build them.

Our models, both Bi-LSTIM-Attn and Transformer both require input source file and target file. So, for each example entry, "text" section from json files is written to .txt and "equation" section is written to .txt. Further more, each entry in source and target is converted to lower case to avoid emphasis on uppercase letters in the dataset.

A subset of examples were extracted from all the datasets, that contain a single unknown. This was achieved by writing a script that parses the equations entry of the json file, search for number of unknowns and equations, extract only the examples that contain a single unknown.

#### 3.2. Train-Dev Splits

The final goal of our Deep Learning model is to understand and solve elementary math word problems. In order to achieve this, the train/dev set distributions have to be clearly distinguished. The train set can comprise of elementary as well as complex problems but the dev set can only contain elementary problems. The final combinations of datasets that we used for our Deep Learning based elementary math word problem solver described in the table below.
Table 2. Dataset Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOLPHIN-18K</td>
<td>18,460</td>
<td>Dolphin18K is a dataset created for math word problem solving, containing 18,460 problems posted by users on the community question answering site, Yahoo! Answers.</td>
<td>(Huang et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALG514</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>514 elementary algebraic problems used in referred literature</td>
<td>(Alg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAWPS</td>
<td>3,065</td>
<td>MAWPS dataset, also used in (Sizhu Cheng, 2019)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAW-1K</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>Diverse Algebra Word (DRAW-1K), consists of 1000 word problems crawled from algebra.com</td>
<td>(Kushman et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Math Word Problem Example with Number Mapping for Word Embedding

**Modified Math Word Problem**

Benny found 696 seashells and 109 starfish on the beach. He gave 248 of the seashells to Sally. How many seashells does Benny now have?

**Number Mapping:** \( n_0 = 696; n_1 = 109; n_2 = 248 \)

**Output Equation:** \( x = n_0 + n_1 - n_2 \)

4. Number Mapping for Word Embedding

After exploring performance in both Bi-LSTM-Attn 5.1.1 and Transformer 5.2 models and performing error analysis, we discovered that the model would emphasize on the constant values in the problem statement. For example, consider the following scenario: "Benny found 696 seashells and 109 starfish on the beach. He gave 248 of the seashells to Sally. How many seashells does Benny now have?" In this example, the numbers 696, 109 and 248 become a part of vocabulary and the model cannot generalize well enough. After some initial thoughts we came up with an idea to map the constants to variables in order to help the model generalize the problem better, without emphasizing on any particular constants. We then did a literature survey and came across (Wang et al., 2018), which reinforced our idea.

To achieve number mapping, we wrote a parser in Python that would parse equation of every example, convert constants into variables, generate a translation file and replace the constants in input text to mapped variable. The script replaces first constant with \( n_0 \), second with \( n_1 \) and so on. Table 3 shows the intermediate mapping results. The mapping information is provided as input to the equation solver.

With these changes, the model learns to generalize the target better as numbers now maps to a smaller set of quantities, i.e. instead of number representations, to mapped \( n\# \) representations (\( \# = 0,1,2,.. \)).

5. Methods

5.1. Baseline Learning Models

For establishing our baseline model, we reproduced the results presented in (Sizhu Cheng, 2019) for **Neural Machine Translation with RNNs**.

5.1.1. Neural Machine Translation With RNN

Figure 2 shows the baseline RNN architecture. Baseline RNN model model uses a Bidirectional LSTM Encoder and a Unidirectional LSTM Decoder. This Seq2Seq Model has multiplicative attention, as shown on the third step of the decoder. The baseline RNN produces a probability distribution \( P_t \) over target words at the \( t^{th} \) timestep. Here, \( V_t \) is the size of the target vocabulary. Loss function is shown below as well. Here, \( \theta \) represents all the parameters of the model and \( J_t(\theta) \) is the loss on step \( t \) of the decoder. \( g_t \) is the 1-hot vector of the target word at timestep \( t \).

\[
P_t = \text{Softmax}(W_{\text{vocab}}a_t), \quad P_t \in V_t \times 1, \quad W_{\text{vocab}} \in V_t \times h
\]

\[
J(\theta) = CE(P_t, g_t)
\]

5.1.2. Baseline Setup

To get the baseline RNN model to run, we setup a python conda environment to run neural machine translation code that came with (cs2). We modified the code base to suit our needs. In our case, the math question dataset was the source language and the equations were the target language. We had to change how the equations were preprocessed, as the
equations had various symbols for the arithmetic operators and parentheses. We established the baseline with the MAWPS dataset. Table 5.1.2 shows the baselines scores for the RNN bi-LSTM, LSTM Attention Model architecture.

5.2. Transformer

Transformer architecture was presented in (Sizhu Cheng, 2019) as well. However, we weren’t able to reproduce the transformer results as we didn’t have access to the dataset that was used to report results. Instead, we created our baseline Transformer by downloading the Transformer model for language understanding notebook from (tft), which implements the transformer model presented in (Vaswani et al., 2017). We list below the important functions from the (Vaswani et al., 2017).

**Attention Function**

\[
\text{Attention}(Q, K, V) = \text{Softmax}\left(\frac{QK^T}{\sqrt{d_k}}\right)V
\]

\[
\text{MultiHead}(Q, K, V) = \text{Concat}(\text{head}_1, ..., \text{head}_h)WO
\]

where, \(\text{head}_i = \text{Attention}(QW^Q_i, KW^K_i, VW^V_i)\)

Figure 3 shows the Transformer Framework. It uses the transformer model to predict equations, and includes the solver to solve equations. In the next section, we discuss the architecture exploration and hyperparameter tuning results.

5.2.1. BASELINE SETUP

The transformer notebook only has the model implementation. In order to evaluate various transformer architectures, we added tensorboard logging. Figure 4 shows the loss and accuracy for the baseline transformer configuration. The baseline transformer we chose had number of layers as 4, dimensionality of input and output (Embed Size) as 128; inner layer dimensionality (Hidden Size) as 512, and number of heads as 8.

6. Experiments

6.1. Evaluation Metrics

For evaluating the various transformer architectures, we used BLEU score and solution accuracy. We looked at n-gram, where \(n=1..4\), BLEU scores, as well as the cumulative score of 1..4 n-grams. We also considered solution accuracy as an evaluation metric. In the case of solution accuracy, the score for an example is either 1 or 0.

The loss function we used is SparseCategoricalCrossentropy from Tensorflow Keras implementation. We also used SparseCategoricalAccuracy from Tensorflow Keras for analysis the accuracy every step of the model. We also implemented our Equation Solver to compute solution accuracy.

6.2. Hyperparameter Tuning

Table 5 shows the range of values for the hyperparameters we explored. For the transformer architecture, we changed the number of layers, embed size, hidden size and the number of attention heads. For improving model accuracy, we explored various settings for learning rate, dropout and batch size. Figure 6 shows a sample of how the hyperpa-
6.3. Error Analysis

We analyzed the results from Ext-Elem and Combined datasets. One of the things we noticed is that the model was not generalizing to new numbers found in the word problems. We implemented the number mapping for word embedding to overcome this limitation. We also improved on our data pre-processing, which corrected and/or removed malformed questions and equations.

6.4. Discussion and Results

Figure 7 shows the results for our four datasets. The data we present are from the fine tuned models we obtained for each of the datasets. We trained our model on AWS EC2 instance, NVIDIA V100, P100 and GTX 1070 GPUs that were available to us. The bigger datasets and transformer architectures required bigger GPU machines and longer hours to train. Our fine tuning runs took several days on multiple machines. The biggest models we training had approximately 13 million parameters.

Our Ext-Elem dataset achieves a very high accuracy of 84% after we did the number mapping. The combined dataset achieved an accuracy of 62%. Our number mapping for word embedding helped both datasets, but it did exceptionally well on the Combined dataset. One of the reasons for could be that the combined dataset had examples from Dolphin-18K, and many of the questions in that dataset weren’t very well written.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We reproduced Bi-LSTM, LSTM Attn Model based work from (Sizhu Cheng, 2019) for our initial setup. We analyzed BLEU scores and predicted equations to conclude that BLEU score alone is not sufficient evaluation metrics. We developed our equation solver, and used it to compute solution accuracy scores. Further error analysis on baseline transformer results helped us to develop number mapping technique. Using number mapping for word embedding, we obtained much improved results. Dataset with elementary problems in general gave better results since they were cleaner. Combined dataset didn’t perform as well, since several examples had inconsistencies in problems and equations especially in Dolphin18K dataset. We tuned transformer with number mapping for word embedding, and equation solver accuracy metrics resulted in improved prediction.

As part of future work, we plan to implement beam search for transformer model to improve prediction quality. We also would like to try larger AQUA-RAT (aqu) dataset to extract equations, and obtain results. We plan to use transformer-XL (Dai et al., 2019) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), (Song et al., 2019) like pre-training to get better models. We would like to do further research on how to generalize to entirely new problem sets. Our eventual goal is to build an end-to-end application, that can scan a textbook problem (printed or hand-written), convert the scanned image into text, understand the text as a math word problem and output its solution.
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